
RECONMOBILE
Stay Safe with On-the-Go Situational Awareness

To achieve proactive security, organizations must mobilize their 
efforts. Sitting behind a desk watching monitors and responding 
to alerts severely limits any security posture. By leveraging the 
strength of community observations and mobile technology, 
operators can actively participate in and respond to evolving 
security situations. The ability to observe, adapt and control 
security from anywhere is critical to creating a seamless and 
responsive security posture. 

Awareness and control capabilities need to be pushed to the edge. 
Stop a threat from becoming a crisis by ensuring all suspicious 
activity is collected and that operators are in the right place 
at the right time with the right tools. ReconMobile provides a 
comprehensive suite of mobile security applications that can help 
ensure you’re in command of any developing risk situation. 

  WatchCommander
How fast can you take control? As fast as you can tap 
your wrist – no matter where or when. This wearable 
emergency response app makes security operations 
available wherever and whenever they are needed. Guards 
can use the wearable iWatch application to respond quickly 
and easily to active threats and initiate lockdown if an 
attack occurs. The WatchCommander makes it fast and 
easy to record observations with voice command, initiate 
emergency lockdown based on suspicious observations, 
and open any number of doors.

 See Something Say Something
A crowdsourcing application that enables people to 
contribute observations of suspicious activity and report 
safety issues from their mobile devices. The See Something 
Say Something app empowers people to communicate 
suspicious activity to the security team in real-time. Having 
more eyes in more places across premises can help prevent 
a threat before it becomes an incident. 

  MobileMuster
This mobile life safety application sends security response 
requests to employees, students, and staff during an 
incident. In one touch, they can provide safe/not safe 
updates with a GPS location in real time. Mobile Muster 
gives organizations a centralized view into the location 
and safety of its population in real time for unprecedented 
flexibility and visibility in emergencies.  

 MobileSOS
This wearable emergency response app enables employees 
or students to report a safety issue or emergency to 
security teams and 911 with the touch of a button. With GPS 
enabled, this app can serve as a beacon to let others know 
they are in danger. This can also be used by bank tellers 
as a remote panic button for during a robbery and remote 
employees working in dangerous conditions.
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RECONMOBILE 
Benefits

§ Support faster response time 

§ Discover suspicious activity

§  Provide more guard dispatches

§  Enable early warning of 
operational disruptions

§ Minimize risk 

§  Facilitate better decision-making

§  Gain unprecedented visibility 
in emergencies 

§ Enhance life safety

§ Stay ahead of threats 
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MAKING SECURITY INTELLIGENT
ReconaSense helps protect people, assets, buildings and cities 
with its next-gen access control and converged physical security 
intelligence platform. By leveraging artificial intelligence (AI), 
ReconaSense identifies and mitigates potential threats and 
attacks before they happen giving security teams the ability to 
go beyond managing data and individual alerts to achieving true 
situational awareness and rapid response capabilities.

RECONASENSE MOBILE SUITE

WatchCommander See Something, 
Say Something MobileMuster MobileSOS

Send Observations

Audio Recording 

Photo Recording

Written Recording

Request Assistance

GPS Location

Receive Alerts

Individual Notification

Mass Notification

Emergency Dispatch

Send Alerts

Location Check-In

Report Situation

Send Commands

Lockdown

Open Door(s)

Adjust Permissions & Procedures

Receive Observations

Crowdsourced Observations (Mobile Apps for Employees)

Live Stream Observations/Video Viewing

Access Control Activity & Last Location (PACS)

Multi-Sensory Triggers (Integrations)

Application Type

Mobile Phone

iWatch

Primary User

Employee

Operator

Mobile Command-And-Control Center With Crowdsourced Insights 
The ReconMobile app suite enables security teams to “see” and take action across multiple facilities without having to be 
stationed at a security desk behind a monitor. This ensures better decision-making, shorter response times, and improved 
outcomes — whether in an active shooter situation, an urgent life safety matter, or another critical security condition.
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